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RECIP COMPRESSORS 
CONVERSION KIT

  

    

Beginning in late Q4 2019, manufacturing will cease 

production on select replacement models of our 

Recip Compressors. These products are being 

phased out of our portfolio, but rest assured, we 

will provide you with a “Trane tested” solution 

that will fit your needs. Two conversion kits will 

be available for purchase along with a scroll 

compressor for replacement jobs. 

All of the scroll replacement solutions that will be used as a substitute for these recip compressors 
have been tested to Trane standards ensuring performance you can always rely on!

Contact your local FSR for more information or reference one of 
the following Technical Service Alerts:

A/C: SS-SVA016A-EN
Heat Pump: SSP-SVA-3-A-EN
Packaged Unit: SVA155A-EN

Recip compressors will be replaced with scroll 

compressors, and will require the use of a 

conversion kit to complete the replacement:

 Split systems require the use of KIT18829 

 Package systems require the use of KIT18830  

Scroll Compressor

Recip Compressor

119-SUPPLY-0551

COMING SOON:



219-SUPPLY-0551
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Trane’s vendors are no longer manufacturing several components we need in order to produce 
recip compressors. We will provide a Scroll Compressor + Kit that has been Trane tested and 
approved for customer repairs.

Purchase the designated scroll compressor and Conversion Kit (KIT18829 or KIT18830) and you will be able to 
complete the replacement. For more information, refer to the Technical Service Alert and installation instructions.

Please reference the Technical Service Alert and the installation instructions.  
If you have additional questions, please contact your FSR.

The scroll compressors have a 1 year limited warranty.

Trane will end production of these compressors in Q4 2019.  Recip compressors will continue to 
be available while supplies last. 

Why is Trane phasing out Reciprocating Compressors?

What should I do if I need to replace a Recip Compressor?

Will Service Technicians need any technical training prior to purchasing the conversion kit?

What is the limited warranty?

How long will I be able to buy Recip Compressors?

Frequently Asked Questions

Conversion Kits will be available for order as early as November 2019.

When will I start to see these Conversion Kits available for Order?   


